3. THE DESCRIPTION

In studying and describing literary characters begin, by determining the characters outstanding traits. A trait is a quality of mind or habitual made of behaviour. In this chapter, each of main characters is analyzed base down the problem of the analysis as follows. Tha most important thing to be described here is that the main characters in the novel and some other aspect being found it.

1. Wendy Moira Angela Darling

Wendy Moira Angela Darling is a 10 years old the central figure in Peter Pan. Mr.Darling and Mrs. Darling daughter’s. She is kind and a cheerful girl. She is the older sister of John and Michael. A girl who will grow up to be a woman. But at first she refuse to be a woman because she still want to playing around with her brothers like a child. Wendy feel afraid when she heard her mother and her father talk about she will be woman now.

The first time Wendy met Peter Pan when it was at night but Peter run away in surprise to see wendy. The next day peter come again to wendy’s house, but this time Peter did not run away when he sees Wendy. Wendy looks happy to see peter in her room and ask Peter.

Wendy : What is your name?
Peter pan : What is your name?
Wendy : Wendy Moira Angela Darling
Peter pan : Peter . . . Pan
Wendy : Where do you live?

Peter Pan : Second to the right and straight on until morning.

Wendy : They put that on the letters?

Peter Pan : I do not get any letter.

Wendy : But your mother get letter.

Peter Pan : I do not have a mother.

Wendy feel happy when she is in Kensington Gardens. She like to know how to fly and she like to know how the feeling when she fight with the pirates. But one time Wendy realized that she has a feeling with Peter. Wendy look at Peter Pan closely and ask Peter Pan how his true feeling.

Wendy : Peter Pan what is you real feeling?

Peter Pan : Feeling?


Peter Pan : Love? I have never heard of it.

Wendy : I think you have Peter Pan. I dare say you feel it to soething or someone.

Peter Pan : Never! Even the sound disturb me.

Peter leave Wendy n the middle of the jungle. Wendy feel sad to hear peter said that. Wendy run to her house that was made by The Lost Boys. Wendy cried all night long because feeling sad. In the early morning the pirates kidnapped Wendy by bringing Wendy with her house to captain hook’s pirate ship. And in there Wendy meet captain Hook. When Wendy realized that she start to forgot about her parents she ask John and Michael to going home. Before they
will be forgotten. When Wendy want to go back home she go out from Peter Pan’s secrets hide. She looked John, Michael, and The Lost Boys captured by the Captain Hook and did Wendy. And the pirates bring them to the pirate ship. To make Peter Pan come over to the pirates ship. They won against Captain hook. Wendy, John, and Michael go back home. And meet their parents they feel really happy to go back to their house. At the end Wendy choose to grow up and be a woman. But Peter no. He still want to be a boy. And after he drove Wendy back to her home. He go back to Neverland with Tinker Bell even Wendy’s parents say they want to adopt Peter as their child.

2. Peter Pan

Peter Pan is a boy that always 10 years old. He is a boy who would never grow up. And the surprisingly he still has his first teeth. Peter Pan is a boy who run away from his house because one night he heard his father and mother talking about what he should to be when he became a man. So he run away to Kensington gardens and he met Tinker Bell.

Wendy : Tinker Bell?
Peter Pan : Tinker Bell. She is my fairies
Wendy : But there no source. . .
Peter Pan : Do not say that, every time any says that one fairies in one place will falls down and death.
Peter Pan likes to hear fairytales especially a fairytale about a king who like a woman wearing glass shoes. Wendy know much fairytales. When Peter Pan want to go back to Kensington Gardens, to tell the lost boys about the fairytales. Wendy tell peter that she know much fairytale. Peter Pan ask Wendy to come with him to Neverland to tell the fairytale to The Lost boys. When Wendy feel that she has to long in Neverland. She remember about her parents. She realized that she start to forget about her parents. But she do not want to be forgotten so si ask John and Michael to go home. Peter Pan feel sad about that. But he can not do anything to gain Wendy back to her house so did The lost Boys.

Peter Pan : if you wish it.

Wendy ask Peter Pan to come with them.

Peter Pan : Would you send me to school?

Wendy : Yes

Peter Pan : And then to the office?

Wendy : You supposed too

Peter Pan : Soon i should to be a man?

Wendy : (wendy nodded) Very soon

Peter Pan : You can not force me and make me a man. I want always to be a boy and have fun.

Wendy : You say so but i think it is your biggest pretend
When Tingker Bell come back life. Peter Pan and Tinker Bell go to the pirates ship to save Wendy, John, Michael and The Lost Boys from captain Hook. When Peter Pan came to Captain Hook pirates ship. Peter Pan fight with Captain Hook and the pirates. In the middle of the fights Captain Hook said something that make Peter Pan feel sad and change to be weak. It shows in the dialogue.

Hook : She will leaving you Pan. Oh Wendy,she will leaving you. Why should she stay? She want to grow up instead with you. Let us know about the future. She is in her nursary, the window shut.

Peter Pan : i will open it.

Hook : she can not see you. She is forgot all of about you

Peter Pan : no! Please! Stop it!

Hook : oh what is this, there is another in your place. It is called husband

Captain Hook make Peter Pan sad and can not fight him back. He feel sad and fell own to the pirates ship. Captain Hook want to kill peter but at that time Wendy blocking Captain Hook and come to Peter Pan to give Peter Pan a thimbel and the thimbel means is a kiss.

3. Tinker Bell

Tinker Bell is Peter Pan’s fairy. She is a cute and funny fairy. Although sometimes Tinker Bell likes to make peter pan upset against her. Tinker Bell really jealous when Wendy close to Peter Pan. And when Wendy want to give thimble to Peter Pan.
Wendy : I should like to give you a thimle.

Peter Pan : What is that?

Wendy looks like going to give Peter Pan a kiss. But Tinker Bell looked at that Tinker Bell looked really angry and she run toward Wendy and she pulls wendy’s hair and hit Wendy’s head into the bedpost over and over again. Tinker Bell is not so polite, Peter Pan explained to Wendy what Tinkr Bel said.

Peter Pan : She said if you try to give me a thimble again she kill you.

Tinker Bell invited to join captain Hook to destroy Peter Pan. Tinker Bell agree with that because she feel angry with Peter Pan. But when she know Captain Hook just used her to destroy Peter Pan. She try to run away from the pirates ship and go back to Peter Pan secret hide. When she see Captain Hook put poison in Peter Pan medicine. She feel bad to see that and try to blocking Peter Pan from drinking it. And finally she is the one who take the medicine. Tinker bell did not want Peter Pan to be in danger. Because he like Peter Pan. And Tinker Bell dead after drinking the medicine. Peter Pan cried out loud to see Tinker Bell death. And then Peter Pan says “i do believe in fairies. I do, i do” Peter Pan keeps saying that until the sky suddenly turns dark and Peter Pan saying that out loud so it makes wendy, John, Michael, The Lost boys heard it to and make they scream out loud saying “ I do believe in fairies. I do, I do”. Tinker Bell came back to life and the sky was bright again.
4. John Darling and Michael Darling

John and Michael are Wendy’s brothers. John and Michael really likes to playing around with Wendy. They like to play as a pirates, they know much about pirates. When Peter Pan ask Wendy to come with him to Kensington Gardens, Wendy ask Peter to bring John and Michael with them to Kensington Gardens. Peter agree with that and go to Kensington Gardens with the three of them. Long day in Kensington gardens make John and Michael forgot about their parents.

Wendy : John. What is your father’s name?
John : my father’s name is Peter Pan
Wendy : michael, what is your mother’s name?
Michael : My mother’s name? It is easy wendy. That is you. Wendy is my mother’s name

John and Michael realized that they start to forgot about their parents, and they agree with wendy to go back home. And they do not want to be forgotten.

5. Captain Hook

Captain Hook is a captain who leads in the pirates ship. Captain Hook is someone who always searches for the presence of Peter Pan. For revenge to Peter Pan because he has cut off his hand and give it to crocodile as a food. He really hates Peter Pan. One day the pirates realized there was winter on the water and spring by the beach. And the pirates said “it’s too early for spring to arrive”. How Captain Hook hate Peter Pan. It shows in the dialogue between Captain Hook and Mr. Smee
Hook: I thank to Pan who cutting off my hand and give this beautiful hook to tear
the stomach and tear the throat.

Smee: So Pan have give you a favor captain?

Hook: Favor? He trew my hand to crocodile and it likes it so much and follow me
ever since waiting for prey the rest of my body, and you call it a favor?

Smee: not not not no. Thankyou

Hook: Luckily that crocodile swallowed a clock. If it was not because of the
sound of second (tick tock) it would eat me now. Why did you wake me
smee?

Smee: Like i said captain. The ice is melted, the sunny is out and the flowers are
blooming.

Hook: He is back.

Captain Hook always loses when he fights with Peter Pan. But one day the
pirates kidnapped Wendy, and bring Wendy to captain Hook. When Wendy meet
captain Hook. Captain Hook tell wendy one of peter secrets. That Peter Pan can
not love. Captain Hook ask wendy is she ever want to be a pirate. His fellow will
return Wendy to a place that they found Wendy, and not of his crue will follow
her. And he swears. But the truth is captain Hook used his parrot to follow
Wendy. And that is how captain Hook know where is Peter Pan secret hide. When
Peter pan come to captain hoo’s ship. Captain Hook fight with Peter Pan and he
said to the pirates.
Hook: leave him! He is mine.

After Peter get a kiss from Wendy. Peter Pan who fell instantly flew into the air very happy. And fight back Captain Hook. Peter Pan do the same thing with what Captain Hook dne to Peter.

Peter Pan: you are old and alone!

When Captain Hook listen to that words he can fly like before, slowly he began to fall and be eaten by a crocodile who always after him.
4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

4.1 Conclusion

As it is now the writer of this kind of writing has finished describing about the characters of the novel she is now able to give a conclusion on it. Characters of this novel from the beginning up to the end seems that can be concluded that the characters are mostly found to have the differences dealt with the quality of mind, habitual mode of behavior or personality, open or secretive, never playing boring money or according eye contact and so on.

Every human being has his/her own that since the time she or he. So it is obvious that the characteristic of human beings are various because the traits itself are genetically.

4.2 Suggestion

The writer of this paper tends to suggest that the presence of the characteristics of the man characters in this paper and the values of literature reflected human concerns are good to be read since they can give good lesson as a mirror to look at ourselves and our behavior as the real characters beside giving and improving the knowledge and science of literature.
On this occasion, the writer of this paper suggest the other students who are going to write their papers as the report of their final tasks at the Diploma III Program of the English Department at the Faculty of Culture Study of North Sumatera University to write or discuss the other novels. Therefore, the reader can understand more and more about the novels written by international authors. Such as American novelist, British novelist, etc. Before we try to write about the novel it is not possible for us to be interested in the arts of writing, but soon after we have tried to read them we will become familiar to them.